CAUTION:
HAIR ENTANGLEMENT — Tie back and cover hair and secure loose clothing prior to play.

CONTENTS: 1 Owleez™, 1 Food (berries), 1 nest, 1 Instruction Guide

INDOOR USE ONLY
HOW TO CHARGE

NOTE: before playing with Owleez make sure it is fully charged.

1. Unravel and plug the USB end of the charging cable into a computer.
2. Turn your Owleez™ OFF and place your Owleez™ in the nest.
3. Owleez™ eyes will pulse red when charging.
4. When fully charged Owleez eyes will turn solid green. Remove the charging cable from the power source after charging.

NOTE: Owleez CANNOT fly while charging or while the nest is plugged in.

NOTE: You can play with your Owleez™ while it is turned ON and in the nest, eyes will not blink to show charging.

NOTE: Only connect USB charging cable to a computer.

MEMORY RESET

If you want to reset my flying experience (so you can teach me to fly from the start again):

Press and hold my BACK BUTTON for 10 seconds until my eyes turn white and I make a long BEEP noise. After the beep, my memory will be reset.

WWW.SPINMASTER.COM
CATCH THE COLOR GAME

1. PRESS and hold my BACK BUTTON until I make a twinkling noise.
2. My EYES will light up a SPECIFIC COLOR. Remember this color.
3. I will then begin to SING while my EYES cycle through different colors.
4. When they are the SAME color as the start color, TAP my FOREHEAD.
   If you stop on the right color I will be excited (this is a WIN) (A).
   If you stop on the wrong color, I will be sad (this is a LOSS) (B).

I will begin the next round.
5. Win three rounds and I will HAPPY DANCE.
6. Lose three rounds and the game is over and I am SAD.

OWLEEZ™

FOREHEAD TOUCH SENSOR
MOOD COLOR CHANGING EYES
BEAK TOUCH SENSOR
BELLY TOUCH SENSOR (only active while in nest)

HIDDEN WINGS
FOOD (Berries)

NEST
CHARGING PLUG
USB CHARGING CABLE
TROUBLESHOOTING

CRASH OR BAD LANDING
If I have a bad landing or hit something while flying I will stop flying immediately and my eyes will turn red because I am sad.

Sit me upright so I can close my wings and pet my head to make me feel better.

HEAD NOT CLOSING
If my head is stuck open it is because my wings are stuck open, or caught on something inside my head. Follow the steps in “TO RAISE MY HEAD” to gently fix them.

NOT FLYING
If I cannot fly, return me to the nest and allow me to fully charge before trying again.

NOT CHARGING
If I am not charging properly ensure my nest USB cable is plugged in to a computer. Ensure the cable is not damaged.

TO RAISE MY HEAD
If you need to raise my head to fix my wings or if it is stuck half open after a bad flight:

• Press and hold my back button for 5 - 10 seconds. My eyes will flash red and I will make two short BEEPS, let go of my back button.

• My head will raise up for 5 seconds and my wings will attempt to curl back in.

• If you want my head to stay up, turn me OFF when it is raised.

• When you want my head to lower again, turn me ON.

WARNING:
DO NOT FLY ME NEAR YOUR EYES, FACE OR OTHERS.

I AM A LITTLE OWL WHO DOESN’T KNOW HOW TO FLY.

I NEED YOUR HELP TO LEARN. CAN YOU TEACH ME?
TEACH ME TO FLY (CONTINUED)

If I am not ready to fly I will close up my wings and my eyes will turn red because I’m sad. Pet my head to make me feel better and move me up and down again to build my confidence.

Each time I successfully fly, I will fly for a bit longer. I can fly up to a maximum of 10 seconds, then I get tired and need to land.

Whenever I am done flying PLACE ME UPRIGHT ON A FLAT SURFACE and I will try to land and curl my wings back up.

DO NOT PUSH MY HEAD DOWN. I close by myself when I am placed upright on a flat surface. If I do not close refer to “HEAD NOT CLOSING” on the next page.

If I don’t have a successful flight, I will get sad, make me happy again before trying to fly again.

After each successful flight I will do a happy dance.

HOW TO PLAY

HUNGRY

If my eyes turn YELLOW, it means I am HUNGRY.

Feed me my FOOD (berries) by touching them to me under my beak.

When I am full, I will stop making eating sounds. I will only eat if my eyes turn yellow and I am hungry. If you feed me too much I will get gassy.

I AM GASSY

If my eyes turn GREEN, it means I am GASSY.

Pick me up and pat my back several times to burp me.

I AM COLD

If my eyes turn BLUE, it means I am COLD.

Pick me up and pet my head or belly to warm me up.

I AM SAD

If my eyes turn RED, it means I am SAD.

Pick me up and pet my head to soothe me.

We encourage you to watch our how to videos at Owleez.com
I am a little owl who doesn’t know how to fly yet, can you teach me?

Make sure my eyes are white then:

- **PICK ME UP, HOLD ME IN YOUR HAND, AND MOVE ME UP AND DOWN. I WILL SAY WEEEEE!**
  - This is how I learn to fly.

- When I want to try and fly on my own my eyes will rainbow flash and I will make a trumpet noise.

- **PLACE ME BACK IN MY NEST.** encourage me by standing back to watch me fly and give me some space since I am still learning. I will raise my head to spread my wings and fly.

**OPTION:**
Want to help me fly? Once I take off, you can put your hand under me and I will fly above your hand (optional).
HOW TO PLAY (CONTINUED)

PUT ME TO SLEEP

Pick me up and ROCK me TO SLEEP. Lay me on my back and I will sing a lullaby. Keep rocking me to help me fall asleep.

I’M SAD

If you hold me upside down I will get upset (red eyes) Sit me upright and pet my head to make me happy again.

WAKE ME UP

Sit me up straight and press my back button and I will wake up.

TICKLE ME

While I am in my nest, TICKLE my belly and I will laugh.

EYE COLOR DICTIONARY

NOTE: before playing with Owleez make sure it is fully charged.

WHEN YOU TURN YOUR OWLEEZ ON:

When I wake up, my eyes will light up white and I will make happy noises. Nurture me and take care of me.

Pay attention to my eye color. This is how you can see what I need or want.

- WHITE
  - I am feeling happy

- PINK
  - I love you

- GREEN
  - I am gassy

- YELLOW
  - I am hungry

- BLUE
  - I am cold

- ORANGE
  - I am dizzy

- PURPLE
  - I am singing

- RED
  - I am sad

- RAINBOW*
  - *blinking different colours

  - I am READY TO FLY

NOTE: before playing with Owleez make sure it is fully charged.

FLASHING RED

low battery
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